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EROWA Leonardo double-decker put into operation 

Together with EROWA, we put the first Leonardo pallet handling system into operation for a 

customer in Great Britain. The system has 36 pallet spaces for pallets measuring 400 x 400 mm. 

The handling weight including pallets is 120 kg. 

Customers 
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Figure: EROWA Leonardo on ACURA 65 EL, fitted with MTS 400 zero-point clamping system 
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Compressed air booster for ACURA EL and FORTE EL machines 

Common zero-point clamping systems, e.g. EROWA UPC, require operating pressures of 7 bar, 

and some zero-point clamping systems, however, such as the EROWA MTS system, require up 

to 9.5 bar. 

To increase pressure, the EL machine is fitted with a compressed air booster that regulates the 

input pressure as needed. The system is fitted to the back of the machine. A pressure of 8 bar is 

preconfigured ex works. Other pressures are available on request. Please always clarify the 

selected zero-point clamping system and the required minimum pressure with the customer. 

Figure: Fitting of the compressed air booster to the back of the machine 

New function for Heidenhain TNC 640: Safe Setup 

The Safe Setup function helps inexperienced operators to introduce a new or modified NC 

programme. Many errors occur when the feed is incorrectly set to Single Block and the 

operator can no longer react due to the strong momentum of the machine.  
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If operators carelessly operate in Full Sequence mode and a programme is left untested, there 

is a high risk that something unforeseen will occur.  

To minimise this risk, a 2-stage safety concept was developed and introduced into the control 

system as standard. 

Stage 1 consists of constant feed monitoring in Single Block mode. An NC block cannot be 

started until the feed rate potentiometer is set to 0 at the block start. If the potentiometer is 

not at 0, the control system will issue an NC start block and display the error message ‘NC start 

block! Please set feed rate potentiometer to 0%’.  

An NC block can be started provided that the feed rate potentiometer is at 0. The request to 

release the feed rate potentiometer is only made when there is a positioning block. The 

operator must then deliberately enable the speed and can do this directly with the 

potentiometer.  

In stage 2, an additional safety function is activated with a key switch. If the key switch is in 

Setup Mode, Full Sequence mode will be blocked.  

If the key switch is activated during an ongoing programme, the control system will switch to 

Single Block and process the current block until the end. It will issue the message ‘Safe Setup 

activated! Full Sequence blocked’. In this case, the NC start block takes effect and the feed must 

be adjusted to 0 for the programme start (stage 1). The programme can only be introduced 

with Single Block. If the introduction has been completed, setup mode will be deactivated and 

the programme can be run in Full Sequence as normal. 

Heidenhain State Monitor 

In approximately two months, Heidenhain will launch an advertising campaign for State 

Monitor. According to Heidenhain, all machines with a TNC control system built in or after 2006 

can be connected to State Monitor. Machines need to be equipped with the software option 18 

DNC operation for this purpose. We will make copies available as soon as we have the 

information boxes. 
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Figure: Heidenhain State Monitor information box 




